
Art Project:  Finding the right compression  
1. Start by doing a Google Search for “compression stockings” 

Ask about any guarantees/return policy & shipping.   

Tell them Dr. Loraine Lovejoy-Evans recommended their company.   

2. Give them the amount of pressure (tightness) and the size ask about any warranties 

or ability to return: 

If swelling only to knee get:  Below-knee compression garments 

If swelling above knee get:  Thigh-high or pantyhose garments 

Pressure:      __X_ __20-30mm Hg            30-40mm Hg 

Girth of ANKLE:     CALF :          THIGH:        SIZE:   

3.  There are different fabrics, styles, sizes and pressure amounts.  Determine which 
you like best and order more of the ones that work the best for you.   
4.  Wear the sock during the day (first up in the morning and off at bedtime). 
5.  Take sock off at night and lotion the legs (this will help maintain the Hydro lipid  

layer of immunological protection of the skin). 
6.  After showering in the morning, do not lotion the leg, as it breaks down  

the sock.    
7.  Continue doing the lymphatic massage every hour initially.   
8.  If you continue to swell or have discomfort-purchase the next tighter pair of  
          socks or try layering two socks to add more pressure.   
9.  Wear this next tighter pair of socks during the day and continue the massage. 
10.  If you continue to swell or have discomfort-again return to the pharmacy and  
           obtain the next tighter socks in your size. 
11. If you notice cutting into the leg from the sock it is not that the sock is too tight,  
            but actually it means that you are continuing to swell around the sock so you  
            need a tighter amount of compression. 
12.  Once you find the amount of compression (controlling swelling and any  
            symptoms or discomfort) and you found the correct size and you like the   
            fabric, then purchase more so you can launder them daily.   
13.  You should wash your socks in the machine on warm and hang them to dry.   
            Ideally have 6 pair of socks to keep enough clean for daily use.  Washing  
            them will tighten them back up and make them last longer.   
14.  Check garments monthly for wear and signs that you need new socks.   
            Typically if you have 4-6 pair you should get them once a year, but if you  
             only have 2 pair you should get them every 6 months.   
15.. If you require a tighter/snugger sock and you cannot get it on-you will likely  
             need to go to a more expensive “custom-fit” compression sock and your  
             therapist can help you with this.  Or use a neoprene and Velcro wrap. 
16.  Once you find that the limb is staying the same size in the evening that it was in the 
morning you have found the right compression-now reduce the frequency of the MLD 
massage to  find the frequency you need to keep things under control. 
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